HOW To Use Writer's Workshop!

by Olive
How To Use Writer's Workshop

You Will Need:
A seed, a graphic organiser, a pencil, a scrapbook, a stapler, a planner, two pieces of coloured paper, a red pen and some lined paper.

Seed
A seed is a small idea to help you think of a story.
Graphic Organiser
A graphic organiser is a way to help brainstorm your ideas.

Method
1. Stick seed in scrapbook
2. Use graphic organiser to brainstorm seed.
3. Get planner to say what is going to happen.
4. On the next page write possible story ideas then put in what also could happen. 5. Now you can write your story.
6. Now you can reread your work, edit and revise.

7. Publish your story.

Here are some ways:

- Make front and back cover.
- Make a coloured background.
- Type on computer.

Now you know how to use Writers Workshop.
Writers Workshop

an amazing story
writing time for
beginners.

CREATE YOUR OWN STORY!!

😊